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Article 17 Patriarchy's radicalization in mankind, whole species, harmed the mind 
	Renaming fem (wo) +man hit the basic neural pathways in the brain about who and what we are as a species. It created 2-men-of-opposites-sexes called mankind.  This is like renaming the apple an apfig creating 2-figs-of-opposite-kinds called figkind. Radicalization is not mind control. It is the redirecting of the mind, turning it 180o to make you see what cannot be seen.    
	Fem was re-named (wo) man in the 11th century. The political advantage this gave patriarchy's man is not hard to see. The man, male, +1 in value, the not-male man, -1in value, set up a biased value system damaging the neural pathways in the brains of both thinking-and-feeling sexed beings. 
	A neural pathway is one when a neuron connects with another through a junction called a synapse creates and/or manages a message. The brain can put pathways out of use, like flat earth, and create new ones, like round earth. And it can just as well create one for (wo) man, a man-that's-not-a-man, by repetition and by force, replacing fem as fem.      
	We can create the right neural pathways when evidence is found, and used, showing the previous known fact or belief to be false. I had such an experience firsthand. The day I saw I wasn't a (wo)man, suspecting I was a fem, I went about the house, carrying a cold cup of coffee, repeating, "I'm not a woman," all day long. In the middle of the night I was awakened by a sharp snapping noise in my head. When  I got up the next morning I said, "I'm a fem." Incontrovertible fact. I've called myself a fem from that day on.   
	Intentionally putting the false name (wo) man in use for the brain to use in its neural connections is to redirect the mind onto a false track. Re-naming fem (wo) man in the 11th century radicalized the mind to see all beings in our species as 'man'.  Belief: what exists, exists by virtue of male being. He created the cosmos, and all that's in it ...  Still dogma in most religions . 
	Bias, he, male +1, and she-that's-not-male, -1, affects neural pathways.  Male-biased naming, seen as evidence, and used, goes in to develop knowledge about ourselves.  What our neurons do with 10,000 names embedding male-bias as legitimate currency fed to the brain did to our minds was not noticed because it was done over 11,000 years. Radicalization was not the in--your-face issue we thought about until ISIS became a horrifying force of evil.    
	Radicalization is the redirecting of the brain from being a natural thinking organ to develop knowledge, into being a believing organ taking in the illogic in the bias of being man, +1, and (wo)+man, -1, two-men-of-opposite-sexes. We did not see the +1 and -1 value system redirecting the brain from being relatively rational-by-evolution forced into being irrational-by-male-bias believers.  
	Looking at some of the U-turns put into the neural pathways of our brains shows that patriarchy smite the laws of logic and evidence hard with their phallic power to force the brain to take in irrationality-by-male-bias.
	1, Man, both male +1, and not-male -1 (wo)+man) creates the propensity to avoid the logical rule that nothing can be both itself and not itself. 
	2, Man(kind), whole species, violates logic in that it makes the part = the whole. In this, men overestimate themselves and their abilities, and not-men, (wo) men underestimate themselves and their abilities. +1 and -1 work for men.   
	3, Patriarchy, male-as-father rule, creates the propensity to believe in "the progress of man" to solve the problems of the future. More bias solves bias, as opposed to seeing progress in fem and man as partners in the evolution of a species that evolved with the capabilities to make and use rational speech to communicate. 
	4, Belief in man creates the phenomenon of mass think and herd behaviour due to the created propensity to believe in what "everyone else believes."  Individuality in two men glued together in mankind creates the believing masses. The one is the many and the many is the one. Being (hu) +man is great! 
	5, Belief in man automates 'knowledge' in the belief in being man, leading to the erroneous automation of information overriding evidence-based information in many disciplines. Scholars are included in this. 
	6, The name man embedded in thousands of names reinforces itself in a system creating collective belief through the sum of immeasurable repetition of +1, -1, bias, used in public and private discourse.  Repetition of bias makes Truth. 
	7, Massive bias makes people strengthen their belief in man by refusing the evidence showing their belief to be false. Who, really, wants to be "in the wrong"? 
	8, The created propensity to believe in man, imposed in over 10,000 names embedding male bias, leads to systematic deviation from the good judgment that comes from a standard of logic in rationality based on evidence, reality and true-to-reality naming. Patriarchy's intentional bias redirects the mind to believe in bias,  the bias 'man', a false definition of what we are as a species. 
	9, Prescribed man embedded in thousands of names reinforces the collective belief that self-reinforces Truth in man. Circular palatability becomes a method.  
	10, Whole-species-as-man creates the propensity to focus on "the exception" in man, information that rationalizes ignoring evidence-based information.
	11, The man-code creates the belief in people that their belief is right and moral since they believe in the large amount of (mis)information received in the biased information.  Circular justification becomes a method. 
	12, The propensity to "revise" one's belief when new evidence is presented by using another piece of biased information embedded in a name becomes a die-hard habit in people. In the man-code all biases connect as if logically related.
	13, In man, non-reflective people, seeing no problem in celebrating evidential ignorance as a badge of honour, with their certitude in belief as solid as the Rock of Gibraltar, puts reflective people on the defensive. Circular violence becomes a method. 
	14, The created propensity to put great importance on embedded-male-bias- names in use for thousands of years. Calling the apple apfig by 2 billion people for 8,000 years makes an apfig.  Repetition wins its own popularity contest! 
	15, The created propensity not to see the species as framed by the thousands of names embedding male-bias as being framed by male-bias make embedded male-bias invisible.  Magic tricks become miracles!   
	16, The created inability to see the improbable relationship of (wo) manhood as cause of femininity. Cause and effect relationships put the cart before the horse in the brain. It's not a known fact that the cart most often pulls the horse in man.  
	17, The phenomenon in which people expect progress in the male-biased system that is man. Progress becomes a giant legitimized bulldozer sustaining greed in males who view themselves as elites.  
	18, The phenomenon in which people are made to want the probability of absolute certitude in the One-and-Only-Truth, comforting Truth, is opposed to the millions of truths about our species in society and reality that must be learned and considered by every individual.  
	19, The excessive confidence in man's ability to solve the problems in the species that bias, flown in on phallic wings, caused in the first place. Bias causes problems, and so, bias solves problems. Dependents on man for centuries, the bias injected into the species caused many dysfunctional aspects to set in. 
	20, The situation that high value in +1 in man, and low value in not-male -1 wo +man, unnoticed for centuries, effectively kept bias hidden from view, really does not hurt anyone. After all, he wants value for his money. 
	What all this means is that we've been seminally bombed by thousands of holy testified names flown in on sacred phallic wings. The thousands of male-biased names make a wide-lens photograph of the pornographed mind writ big.   
	Male sex-sizing of the brain has come full circle. Society goes on rehashing, reusing and repeating patriarchy's bias. Over and over again. It's all there to do over and over again.  In exceptions ... of bias! 
	Change? We've lost the sense of making evidence-based names where it concerns the members in our species, the species that evolved with the capability to make and use rational speech to communicate.  And were we try, we've lost the love for using evidence and fact-based names about ourselves. It now sounds hollow and trite, a vanity show of false pride! 
	In fact, we don't know what the facts are. This is how successful redirecting the brain was.  Radicalizing the mind into being man-in-basis succeeded. The slow process of radicalization into two-men-of-opposite-sexes, as hu +man, which took 11,000 years, is much more evil and dangerous than the limited, on-the-spur, radicalization a few thousand disenchanted more-or-less pseudo-Muslim-based males create to scare the begeebies out of people. And if the fact be known, it is likely the man-radicalization that likely brought on the radicalization caused by these few disenchanted males.   
  	Hu +man radicalization is an 11,000 year-long time-testified seminal octopus of phallic bias-as-Truth. The mentula, L., male genitals, -> mental, grandly present the gift in worship ceremonies. The gift of Godmale. Life lived in bias. Nothing is what it is in bias. The bias is all.   
	Hu, the tongue of Ptah, 3000 BCE, created the cosmos by uttering the words, "Let there be land!"  And lo, there was land. This came after the Sumer in 9000 BCE named the phallus supreme creator, the first, real, event that turned on the big patented male Bias-Machine. 
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